Adaptive Scheduler
Plugin for PowerSchool®

Quickly build a Schedule for Resource Courses. This flexible solution adapts to individual school needs to accommodate your remediation and enrichment offerings.

Interactive Scheduler
Create courses and sessions, schedule students and manage attendance effortlessly with this highly configurable plugin.

- Schedule resource sessions by period, day and week
- Develop your schedule from both Admin and Teacher portals
- Schedule by student, groups, teacher selection
- Copy schedules forward
- Colors identify sessions
- Course profiles set restrictions based on grade level, sessions per week, and low grade level.

Drag and drop sessions for easy schedule creation.

Session edits made simple.

continued...
Portal Availability
Access from Admin, Teacher and Public portals.

- Allow students to schedule themselves from the public portal
- Teacher requests have priority over student requests
- Mark session attendance and post to PowerSchool
- View Session Reports, Student Rosters, Attendance

Students request sessions and view schedule from the public portal.

Reports for Unscheduled Students, Sessions, Attendance and even a Session Violation Report.

Enhancing the Power of PowerSchool®
Marcia Brenner Associates (MBA) can help you maximize the functionality of PowerSchool through customized, well-designed plugins that provide the information you need to effectively run your school district. The features available in our plugins are based upon user requests and are currently in use by PowerSchool customers in over 30 states and internationally.